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Abstract—Time-Limited Dispatch (TLD) allows usage of redundancy within aircraft engine control systems in order to dispatch aircraft with faults present in these systems for limited periods. Such degraded-redundancy dispatch enables aircraft operators to reduce delays and cancellations of aircraft flights through efficient maintenance scheduling. When TLD is applied certification requirements must be met, which ensure that system failure rates do not exceed specified levels. This paper presents a Monte Carlo simulation approach to obtaining the required system failure rates and outlines advantages of the approach in ensuring certification requirements are met.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time-Limited Dispatch (TLD) came into existence following the introduction of Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) systems to commercial aircraft in the mid-1980s. FADEC systems are electronic engine control systems which regulate engine thrust from the beginning of fuel metering to the point of fuel shutoff. When introduced, FADEC systems replaced hydromechanical control (HMC) systems and it was to be the first time that pilots would have no access to a (HMC) system in the event of electronic system failure [1].

FADEC systems are based around a dual channel control system. They contain reliable electronic components and are designed in such a way that critical loops and functions are covered by a degree of redundancy. Despite expectations that these features would be positive, there was an initial negative impact on aircraft dispatch following the introduction of FADEC systems. This was due to the imposition of the dispatch criteria that were applied to HMC systems, which, it turned out, were overly restrictive. There was scope to take advantage of redundancies to reduce unwelcome flight delays and cancellations due to FADEC system faults. This was the basis of TLD, which was introduced to allow dispatch of aircraft with faults present in their FADEC systems for limited periods, after which the fault must be repaired in order for further dispatch to be allowed.

A. Certification Requirements

Before TLD may be applied to a FADEC system, there are a number of certification requirements that must be met. These relate to the levels of reliability demanded of the system, and in particular to Loss of Thrust Control (LOTC) rates related to the system [2]. The average LOTC rate of the system must not exceed 10 failures per 10^6 flight hours, a level set to match that required of HMC systems prior to the introduction of FADEC systems. In addition to this there are restrictions placed on the instantaneous LOTC rate, which is calculated when the FADEC system is operating with faults present and must not exceed 100 failures per 10^6 flight hours. There are four dispatch categories that relate to TLD faults:

- Do Not Dispatch (DND),
- Short Time Dispatch (STD),
- Long Time Dispatch (LTD),
- Manufacturer/Operator Defined Dispatch (MDD).

By definition, DND faults prohibit aircraft dispatch when they are present and therefore any fault states from which the instantaneous LOTC rate exceeds 100 failures per 10^6 flight hours must be categorised as DND. The other dispatch categories have associated dispatch intervals, measured in aircraft flight hours. When a fault that is related to one of these dispatch categories occurs, the aircraft may be dispatched with that fault for up to the length of the associated dispatch interval before it must be cleared from the system. The instantaneous failure rate to LOTC when dispatching with LTD and STD faults must not exceed 75 and 100 failures per 10^6 flight hours respectively. MDD faults either do not fall into any of the other categories or do not affect the system LOTC rates. For any faults, more restrictive dispatch categories than those determined using the instantaneous LOTC rates may be applied.

B. Maintenance Strategies
There are two maintenance strategies that can be used when TLD is applied, Minimum Equipment List (MEL) maintenance and Periodic Inspection and Repair (PIR) maintenance. MEL maintenance is a time-since-fault repair strategy that may be used when system faults are revealed, i.e., the time of occurrence of the fault is known. Figure 1 illustrates MEL maintenance, where a fault occurs at time \( t_1 \), at which time a dispatch interval is initiated and the fault must be cleared from the system by \( t_2 \), at the end of the dispatch interval. PIR maintenance, Figure 2, involves periodically inspecting the system for faults. When a fault occurring at \( t_f \) is discovered at an inspection the time that it occurred will not be known. It is assumed to have occurred at the midpoint \( t_f \) of the interval between the current inspection \( (t_2) \) and the previous one \( (t_1) \) and the dispatch interval is initiated at this point. The inspection interval may be adjusted to allow dispatch for a certain period \( T \) after the inspection and the fault must be cleared by time \( t_2 \).

### C. Multiple Faults

When more than one fault is present in the system it is possible to take advantage of the application of TLD to allow flexible repair strategies at maintenance. This could, for example, allow an optimisation of the number of maintenance operations that must take place, or allow aircraft dispatch until appropriate parts are available. In order to illustrate some of the options, two examples of multiple fault occurrences relating to MEL maintenance are now presented. Figure 3 depicts the occurrence of two faults, \( A \) and \( B \), with dispatch intervals ending at \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) respectively. Upon reaching time \( t_1 \) fault \( A \) must be cleared from the system. Fault \( B \) could also be cleared, allowing dispatch until further faults occur or fault \( B \) may be left in the system, allowing further dispatch until time \( t_2 \), when it must be cleared from the system. Figure 4 shows a similar scenario, where the presence of \( A \) or \( B \) alone leads to the application of a LTD interval (ending at \( t_1 \) for \( A \) and \( t_2 \) for \( B \)). In this case the simultaneous presence of both \( A \) and \( B \) within the system leads to an increase in instantaneous LOTC rate such that a STD interval (ending at \( t_3 \)) must be applied. At time \( t_3 \) there are a number of maintenance options. \( A \) alone may be cleared, leaving \( B \) in the system and thus allowing dispatch until \( t_2 \), when \( A \) must be cleared. \( B \) alone may be cleared, leaving \( A \) in the system and allowing dispatch until \( t_1 \), when \( B \) must be cleared. The final alternative is that both faults are cleared from the system.
TLD, the different possible maintenance strategies and ordering of faults. An outline of a Monte Carlo simulation algorithm for calculating the LOTC rate of a system is given in Figure 6. The basic premise is that a number of system lifetimes are modelled and TLD faults and maintenance of those faults are considered. System component failure distributions are sampled to provide the times to failure during single simulations and the dispatch intervals related with TLD categories are used to determine for how long the system can be dispatched with specific faults present. A record is kept of the number of LOTC events that occur and the total system lifetime that is modelled. This allows the calculation of a LOTC rate for the system. A computer code has been developed that incorporates this basic algorithm. The developed Monte Carlo code also has the capability to compute the instantaneous failure rates to LOTC from each of the dispatchable system fault states. Different system lifetimes may be modelled, as can different flight times. MEL or PIR maintenance can be modelled, either exclusively (for example, both STD and LTD faults covered by MEL maintenance) or in combination (such as LTD faults covered by PIR maintenance and STD faults covered by MEL maintenance). The code also allows consideration of different repair strategies at maintenance, such as those outlined when considering multiple faults in Section I-C. This degree of flexibility is not offered by the recommended approaches.

An iterative procedure has also been developed, which takes advantages of the possibility to compute instantaneous LOTC rates from the individual fault states and allows the...
dispatch criteria to be set accordingly. It works by initially assuming that all TLD faults will be treated as LTD faults. The system is then modelled and any of the instantaneous LOTC rates for these faults that do not satisfy the certification requirements are selected and the dispatch category set to the appropriate fault category according to the instantaneous LOTC rate observed. Another set of simulations are then run. The process sets lower order fault categories first, then works up through higher order fault categories and continues until all TLD faults have instantaneous LOTC rates that satisfy the certification requirements of the dispatch category applied to them. In this way it is possible to model the application of TLD to a system and set the dispatch criteria for that system whilst ensuring that all certification requirements relating to average and instantaneous LOTC rates are met. Figure 7 shows the required model inputs and outputs available when using the Monte Carlo simulation approach.

III. COMPARISON OF THE TWO MODELLING APPROACHES

Comparing Figures 5 and 7 gives a feel for how the recommended approaches differ from the developed Monte Carlo approach. Considering the inputs, both use a system representation and component failure data. The recommended models require this data to be used to calculate further inputs: the failure rates into the TLD fault states and the LOTC rates from these fault states. This is not necessarily a simple task. The Monte Carlo approach does not need this – the system representation and component failure data are used within simulations to check for LOTC events and produce component failure times respectively. The instantaneous LOTC rates are produced as an output in the MCS approach. Note how, because of this, it is possible to produce the system dispatch criteria as outputs whereas they are inputs to the recommended models. Both approaches also require the length of the dispatch intervals (for STD and LTD faults) to be defined. In addition the Monte Carlo approach can take other inputs, such as the maintenance approaches used, which is shown in Figure 7 and other quantities such as system lifetime and flight length.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Presented in this paper is a brief overview of a Monte Carlo simulation approach to modelling the application of TLD to aircraft. The approach does not require calculations to be made prior to TLD modelling, which is in contrast to the recommended approaches, which require the calculation of failure rates into the TLD fault states and out of them to the LOTC state. This therefore gives the Monte Carlo approach an advantage in that it offers an integrated approach to modelling TLD, specifying dispatch criteria that satisfy certification requirements and modelling different maintenance strategies. However, the recommended approaches to modelling TLD do offer some benefits. They are very simple models that can be easily implemented and in the instance where real failure data can be gathered from a system the models can be used to obtain the average system LOTC rate. The advantage for the Monte Carlo approach would come when real data is not available. The Monte Carlo approach also offers advantages in terms of being able to model different repair strategies.
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Figure 7. Monte Carlo approach inputs and outputs.